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Abstract
Interrogation is a semantic process of eliciting information by way of
questioning. Muöt is one of the six varieties of Nicobarese languages. It is
spoken by the ethnic Nicobarese who inhabit the three Central Nicobar Islands,
namely, Nancowry, Katchal and Kamorta of the Nicobar Archipelago, India. In
Muöt, interrogation is found to be carried out with interrogative sentences
which are of two kinds. Those interrogative sentences which employ
interrogative words as markers of interrogation constitute one type and those
which employ intonation, the supra segmental feature, as marker of
interrogation constitute the other. Identifying the markers of interrogation and
providing a descriptive account on the process of interrogation are the foci of
this paper. In order to place the findings on a strong theoretical footing, the
paper will have a survey on the process of interrogation as exemplified in the
extant works on the language. The paper will also, try to make necessary
departures from them reiterating its relevance to the contemporary trend of
documentation and description of minor languages. The paper is data bound.
The data for the purpose are drawn from the Andaman Commissioned Project
data base collected from the Nancowry Island between September and
December of 2004 just before the killer tsunami.
Keywords: Interrogation
ISO 639-3 codes: ncb
1. Muöt
Muöt is one of the Nicobarese languages of the ethnic Nicobarese of Nicobar Archipelago,
India.1 The Nicobar Archipelago is a chain of twenty two islands, with thirteen of them inhabited,
lying North to South in the Bay of Bengal.2 The language is spoken by the Nicobarese presently
inhabiting the three Islands, namely, Nancowry, Katchal and Kamorta of the archipelago.3 In the
North, these islands are bound by islands of Teressa, Bompoka and Isle of Man, while in the South
by that of Miroe. And, as with other members of the archipelago, their eastern border is covered by
Thailand and Malaysia, while the western by peninsular India and Sri Lanka. Longitudinally, the
three islands are between 93°22 and 93°34´50 and latitudinally between 7°56 and 8°08. As per
2001 census, the total number of people who speak the language stands as 5826 spreading over a
geographical area of 515.8 sq. kms.
The data made use of for the paper have been drawn from the data collected as part of the
Andaman Commissioned Project, a collaborative program entered into by the Union Territory
Administration of the Andaman and Nicobar islands with the Central Institute of Indian Languages,
Mysore. The objective of the collaboration is to bring out a Linguistic Description of Muöt so as to
enable the Union Territory Administration chalk out programs for the educational and economic
progress of the ethnic community. The Nancowry Island with an ethnic human population of 881
over a geographical area of 66.9 sq. kms which is said to be the seat of local administration for the
1
2

3

It is also known otherwise as Nancowry or Central Nicobarese.
The thirteen inhabited islands are Car Nicobar, Chowra, Teressa, Bompoka, Nancowry, Katchal,
Kamorta, Trinket, Tillong Chong, Kondul, Pulomilo, Little Nicobar and Great Nicobar. Among them
Tillong Chong is devoid of ethnic inhabitants.
Till 2004, just prior to the tsunami, the speakers of the language were spread across four islands, the
fourth one being the Trinket. After the tsunamic devastation, the Indian Administration had to declare the
island as inhospitable and the surviving inhabitants thereof have been settled down in the neighboring
Kamorta Island. The Administration has named their new habitation in Kamorta as Vikas Nagar.
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islands of Nancowry, Katchal, Kamorta and Trinket during the colonial era was selected as the
field. Mr. Mark Paul, a native of this island, aged 60 years with the educational qualification of
Higher Secondary School Examination passed became the informant. 4 The CIIL questionnaire
comprising a word list of 4202 words and a sentence list of 1555 sentences was made use of as the
tool for data collection. The data have been collected between September 19th and December 26th
of 2004, independently by the author both by observation and elicitation besides recording them in
magnetic tapes. During the entire period of field work, the author had to stay with the speakers day
and night having him immersed into their language and culture. Presumably, the launching of
linguistic description of Muöt is conceived of as part of a larger objective of bringing out
descriptive accounts on all the Nicobarese languages.5 Hence, attempts have already been initiated
for collecting data from three more languages also with the author visiting the area of
Takahaṅilāhngö (Great Nicobarese) and his colleague Winston Cruz, the areas of Sanënyö
(Chowra) and Lamòngsĕ (Kondul). All the data thus collected are the property of Central Institute
of Indian Languages, Mysore and they are marked as Andaman Commissioned Project data base in
order to differentiate them from the others.

Map: Nicobar Archipelago with Muöt area circled.

4
5

He, and only he, was authorized by the Tribal Council of the Island to work as informant.
To determine the number of Nicobarese languages, a survey was conducted as part of this collaborative
program between August 11th and October 24th of 2002, by the author along with his colleague Winston
Cruz, covering all the twelve islands inhabited by the ethnic Nicobarese. The yet to be published report
of the survey enables to fix the number of languages tentatively as six, the other five being, Pū (Car
Nicobarese), Sanënyö (Chowra), Lurö (Teressa), Lamòngsĕ (Kondul) and Takahaṅilāhngö (Great
Nicobarese). The survey excludes Shompen.
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The language has been classed as a member of the Austroasiatic family through the MonKhmer sub-family (Lewis 2009). The attestation of Mon-Khmer specific characteristics at the
phonological, morphological and syntactic levels of the language seems to substantiate such an
affiliation. At the phonological level, the language is found to attest, among others, ɯ ‘high back
unrounded vowel’ in its vowel inventory. At the morphological level, it is found to have all roots
as monosyllabic ones and also found to attest, among others, <ɑn> ‘resultative infix’ in its affixal
morphology. At the syntactic level, it is predominantly found to be of VOS pattern with serial verb
construction.
2. Phonology of modern Muöt
The sound system of the language is found to consist only of segmental phonemes.6 They
are in the form of consonants, simple vowels and complex vowels. The phonemic inventory
identifies sixteen consonants, nine simple vowels and seven complex vowels.
2.1. Consonants
The sixteen consonants and their phonetic properties can be inferred from table-1.
Table 17
Bilabial
Plosive
Nasal
Lateral
Fricative
Approximant

Labiodental

Dental

Alveolar

p (p)
m (m)
f (f)
ʋ (v)

s (s)

t (t)
n (n)
l (l)
ɹ (r)

Palatal

Velar

c (ch)
ɲ (ny)

Glottal

k (k)
ŋ (ng)

ʔ (ḵ)

x (h)
j (y)

2.2. Simple vowel
The nine simple vowels and their phonetic description can be inferred from table-2.
Table 28
High

Front
i (i, ī)
e (ĕ, ē)

High-mid
Mid
Low-mid
Low

Central

Rounded
u (u, ū)
o (o, ō)

Back
Unrounded
ɯ (eu, eū,)

ə (ö, öö)
ɛ (e, ë)

ɔ (ò, ô)
ɑ (a, ā)

All these function as nucleus of root and as well as affixal syllables.
2.3. Nasalized simple vowel
Except o, all the other eight simple vowels are found to attest their nasalized counterparts.
They are ĩ (iṅ, īṅ), ũ (uṅ, ūṅ), ɯ̃ (euṅ, eūṅ), ẽ (ĕṅ, ēṅ), ə̃ (öṅ, ööṅ), ɛ̃ (eṅ, ëṅ), ɔ̃ (òṅ, ôṅ) and ã (aṅ,
āṅ).9 They all are found to occur as nucleus of root syllables only.

6
7
8

Stress is perceived, but not found to be phonemic.
What are given in round brackets against consonants are their equivalents in Muöt orthography.
What are given in round brackets against vowels are their equivalents in terms of laxness and tenseness
in Muöt orthography.
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2.4. Complex vowels
Complex vowels are found to be of diphthongs and the number of them identified stands as
seven. They are iə (iö, īö), uɑ (ua, uā), uə (uö, ūö), ɯə (euö, eūö), eɑ (ea, eā), eə (eö, ēö), oə (oö,
ōö).10 Among them, uɑ, uə, ɯə and oə are found beginning with back vowels, while iə, eə and eɑ
with front vowels. As is seen, they all begin with higher vowels and move towards lower ones.
Like nasalized simple vowels, they also are found to occur as nucleus of root syllables only.
2.5. Nasalized complex vowel
Except eə and oə, all the other five complex vowels are found to attest their nasalized
counterparts. They are iə̃ (iöṅ, īöṅ), uã (uaṅ, uāṅ), uə̃ (uöṅ, ūöṅ), ɯə̃ (euöṅ, eūöṅ), eã (eaṅ, eāṅ).11
Like nasalized simple vowels, they are also found to occur as nucleus of root syllables only.
2.6. Phonotactics
Among the sixteen consonants, t ‘alveolar plosive’ is found to show variation in its usage. It
becomes t̪ ‘dental plosive’ at the syllable initial position (compare, for example, the syllable initial
t̪ of the monosyllabic word t̪ oˑp ‘drink’ in the sentence 39 with the syllable final t of the
monosyllabic word nɔˑt ‘pig’ in the sentence 37).
All the nine simple vowels function as nucleus of either closed or open syllables. They are
found to be stressed or unstressed, and when stressed they are of tensed.12 The tenseness extends to
full length in the case of open syllables (see, for example, the tensed vowels ɯː and eː of the
respective open syllables t̪ ɯː and feː of the disyllabic words kɑt̪ ɯː ‘stay’ and ʔufeː ‘plural’ in
sentences 25 and 36 respectively) and to half length in the case of closed syllables (see, for
example, the half tensed vowels əˑ and iˑ of the closed syllables of the monosyllabic words kəˑŋ
‘get up’ and ciˑn ‘what’ in sentences 31 and 24 respectively). The vowels are found stressed and
tensed invariably when they happen to be nucleus of root syllables (compare, for example, the
stressed tensed vowels iˑ and eˑ of the respective root syllables of the monosyllabic words ciˑn
‘what’ and neˑn ‘past’ in sentences 24 and 39 respectively with the unstressed lax vowels i and e of
the respective affixal syllables -si- and -se of the word juɑˑŋsise ‘progressive’ in sentence 19a).
In open syllables, ə ‘mid central vowel’ becomes ɑ ‘low back unrounded vowel’ when the
syllables happen to be either of prefixal ones in word initial position (compare, for example, ɑ of
t̪ ɑ- in the word t̪ ɑŋãˑŋɛ ‘there’ in sentence 19a with ə of -ŋə in the word kɑjiˑŋə ‘go’ in sentence 30)
or of suffixal ones in word medial position (compare, for example, ɑ of -ŋɑ- in the word xɑliːŋɑse
‘prepare’ in sentence 34 with ə of -t̪ ə in the word t̪ əˑŋt̪ ə ‘reach’ in sentence 32).
When nasalized, ɑ ‘low back unrounded vowel’ is found to become a ‘low front unrounded
vowel’ (compare, for example, ɑ of mɑˑt ‘sociative’ in sentence 25 with ãː of ʔãːcəʔ ‘arrow’ in
sentence 22).
Like simple vowels, complex vowels also are found functioning as nucleus of either open or
closed syllables, and are found stressed and tensed to full length in open syllables (see, for
example, the diphthong uɑː of the open syllable of the monosyllabic word cuɑː ‘what’ of section
4.3.1) or to half length in closed syllable (see, for example, the diphthong uɑˑ of the closed syllable
juɑˑŋ of the trisyllabic word juɑˑŋsise ‘progressive’ in the sentence 19a). But, the stress and the
tenseness are found to occur either with the initial vowel sounds (see, for example, the diphthong
oˑə of the monosyllabic word koˑən ‘child’ in the sentence 36) or with the final ones (see, for
example, the diphthong oəˑ of the monosyllabic word t̪ oəˑk ‘toddy’ in sentence 39).
9

10

11

12

What are given in round brackets against nasalized simple vowels are their equivalents in terms of
laxness and tenseness in Muöt orthography.
What are given in round brackets against complex vowels are their equivalents in terms of laxness and
tenseness in Muöt orthography.
What are given in round brackets against nasalized complex vowels are their equivalents in terms of
laxness and tenseness in Muöt orthography.
Hence, instead of marking them individually, the present paper employs the marker for length as
symbolic of both.
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3. Interrogation defined
Crystal (2008) in his definition of the word interrogative, states it as ‘a term used in the
grammatical classification of sentence types and usually seen in contrast to declarative; it refers to
verb form or sentence/clause type typically used in the expression of question’ (p251). As
characteristics that are responsible for the typical use of the aforesaid forms in the expression of
question, he mentions two: inversion of word order and use of interrogative word. He substantiates
the capability of inverted word order in expressing question, with the help of the sentence,
1.

Is he coming?
As tokens of interrogative word, three forms, namely, which, why and who are listed subcategorizing them into interrogative adjective, interrogative adverb and interrogative pronoun
respectively (ibid.). Later, while defining the word, question, the author states it as ‘a term used in
the classification of sentence functions, typically used to elicit information or a response, and
defined sometimes on grammatical, and sometimes on semantic or sociolinguistic grounds’ (p400).
Taking English as the sample, he mentions three kinds of questions, namely, sentence with
inversion of subject and first verb, sentence that commence with question word and sentence that
ends with question tag. As respective illustrations for the three types he lists the following:
2.
3.
4.

Is he coming?
Where is he?
He is going, is not he?
Further, with the passing reference ‘some would include the use of sentences with rising
intonation to be a class of question’ (ibid.) the author spells out the possibility of having one more
question.
4. Previous sources of information on interrogation
The speakers of the language have been in persistent contacts with traders, administrators,
missionaries, researchers and members of various expeditions from time immemorial.
Accomplishments of their objectives have resulted in documenting the language in the form of
vocabularies, dictionaries, translations, grammatical descriptions etc. Among them, the present
paper makes use of the Vocabulary of Dialects spoken in Nicobar and Andaman Isles by De
Röepstorff (1875), A Dictionary of the Nancowry Dialect of the Nicobarese Language by De
Röepstorff (1884) and A Dictionary of the Central Nicobarese Language by Man (1889) as
classical sources of information on interrogation.
4.1. Treatment of interrogation by De Röepstorff (1875)
De Röepstorff (1875) in his vocabulary on Nancowry dialect doesn’t make any formal
reference concerning interrogation or interrogative marker or interrogative sentence. However, he
lists a few words which correspond to what the present paper views as interrogative marker. They
are found in the vocabulary along with their respective glosses in English. For the sake of easy
reference they have been reproduced below.
Röepstorff (1875)13
katōm
kin-kee-en?
kahæ
joa
kyouja?

13

Modern Muöt
Kɑtōm
Chīn
Kahëṅ
Chū
Tai chua

IPA
kɑt̪ oˑm
ciˑn
kɑxɛ̃ː
cuː
t̪ ɑˑj cuɑː

Translation
‘how many’
‘what’
‘when’
‘where’
‘why’

Stands for the orthography made use of by De Röepstorff (1875).
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4.2. Treatment of interrogation by De Röepstorff (1884)
De Röepstorff (1884) in his introduction to the grammar of Nancowry dialect of the
Nicobarese language seems to list what the present paper views as marker of interrogation under
two titles, namely, the pronoun and the adverb. Under the former, he lists them as a sub category
of pronoun called interrogative pronoun and under the latter, as a sub category of adverb called
interrogative.
4.2.1. Interrogative pronoun
As interrogative pronouns, he lists four forms and they have been rendered with their
glosses in English. They are reproduced below for the sake of easy reference.
Röepstorff (1884)14
Tiī
Tiīn
Tiang tiī
Katōm

Modern Muöt
Chī
Chīn
Chöng chī
Katōm

IPA
ciː
ciˑn
cəˑŋ ciː
kɑt̪ oˑm

Translation
‘who’
‘what’
‘whose’
‘how many, how much’
(ppxvii-xviii)

Of these, Tiī ‘who’, has been said of as being used with human noun and by virtue of it been
termed as personal interrogative pronoun. On Tiīn ‘what’, the author is of the view that the form
has been used with human nouns as well as with non-human ones. With respect to Tiang tiī ‘whose’
and Katōm ‘how many, how much’ it has been said that the former is made use of to express
possessive relationship while the latter the quantity. The author provides, what are reproduced
below as 5 - 7, as sample sentences to illustrate the usage of Tiīn ‘what’ for eliciting information
on human as well as non-human nouns and as 8 - 9 as that to illustrate the possessive and
quantifying functions of Tiang tiī ‘whose’ and Katōm ‘how many, how much’ respectively.
5.
Tiīn paiū
Röepstorff (1884)
Modern Muöt
IPA
Gloss
Translation
6.
Tiīn io me
Röepstorff (1884)
Modern Muöt
IPA
Gloss
Translation
7.
Tiīn wētié
Röepstorff (1884)
Modern Muöt
IPA
Gloss
Translation

14
15

Tiīn
paiū
Chīn
payuh
ciˑn
pɑjuˑx
what
man15
‘Who (what man) is there?’

Tiīn
io
Chīn
yòḵ
ciˑn
jɔˑʔ
what
do want
‘What do you want?’

Tiīn
wē
Chīn
vīḵ
ciˑn
ʋiˑʔ
what
shall do
‘What shall I do?’

me
mëṅ
mɛ̃ː
you

tié
cheūöṅ
cɯːə̃
I

Stands for the orthography made use of by De Röepstorff (1884).
Copula verb is found to have elided.
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8.
Tiang tiī
Röepstorff (1884)
Modern Muöt
IPA
Gloss
Translation
9.

Tiang
tiī
Chöng
chī
cəˑŋ
ciː
poss
who16
‘Whose is it?’

Katōm kamehæwe kăkăt
Katōm
kamehæwe
Röepstorff (1884)
Katōm
kamahëṅvö
Modern Muöt
kɑt̪ oˑm
kɑmɑxɛ̃ˑʋə
IPA
how many
month
Gloss
‘In how many months will you be here?’
Translation
(ibid.)

Kă
köḵ
kəˑʔ
q

kăt
köt
kəˑt
here17

As is seen, in Tiīn paiū ‘who (what man) is there?’ the form Tiīn is made use of to elicit
information concerning human noun and as seen in Tiīn io me ‘what do you want?’ as well as in
Tiīn wētié ‘what shall I do?’ it has been made use of to elicit information concerning non-human
noun. Also, as seen in 8 and 9, Tiang tiī ‘whose?’ and Katōm ‘how many, how much’ are made use
of to convey possessive and quantifying meanings respectively. The insights obtained from the
present paper enable to note that the lexical equivalent of Tiī ‘who?’ seems to be used for eliciting
information concerning non-human nouns also in the present day language.
4.2.2. Interrogative
As interrogatives, the author lists three forms and they are found with their respective
English glosses. For the sake of easy reference they have been reproduced below.
Röepstorff (1884)
Tiū
Kahæ
Katōm

Modern Muöt
Chū
Kahëṅ
Katōm

IPA
cuː
kɑxɛ̃ː
kɑt̪ oˑm

Translation
‘where’
‘when’
‘how many’

Reference
(p14)
(ppxx-xxi)
(ibid.)

Further, he speaks about another interrogative form kă and is of the view that it is often used
as an independent interrogative particle. To illustrate such a proposition two sentences have been
provided and among them one has already been reproduced as 9 and the other is reproduced below
as 10.
10.

Léat kă ina kalāh oknōk omtōm

Röepstorff (1884)
Modern Muöt
IPA
Gloss
Translation

Léat
kă
ina
kalāh
Leāt
köḵ
ināṅ
kalāh
leɑˑt
kəˑʔ
ʔinãː
kɑlɑˑx
perf
q
2du
taste
‘Have you (two) tasted all the food?’

oknōk
hungôṅk
xuŋɔ̃ˑk
food

omtōm
umtūm
ʔumt̪ uˑm
all

The insights obtained from the present paper enable to consider the form kă in the sentences
9 and 10 not as an independent interrogative particle, but as a demonstrative particle.

16
17

The subject and copula verb of the sentence are found to have elided.
The subject of the sentence and the marker for future tense are found to have elided.
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4.3. Treatment of interrogation by Man (1889)
Man (1889) in his notes on the grammar of the dialect spoken in the central portion of the
Nicobar Islands, deals with what the present paper views as interrogative marker and interrogative
sentence under three titles, namely, pronouns, adverbs, and interrogative sentences. And under
pronouns, he treats them as a sub-category of pronoun called interrogative pronoun and under
adverbs as four sub-categories of adverbs called, interrogative adverbs of time and change;
interrogative adverbs of place; interrogative adverbs of quantity, number and degree; and
interrogative adverbs of manner and cause.
4.3.1. Interrogative pronoun
As interrogative pronouns, the author presents a list of nineteen forms along with their
respective English glosses. They are,
Man (1889)18
Chī
Ten chī
Tai chī
Lamòngto-chī,
Lamòngto-ten-chī
Chamang-ta-chī
Chū19
Chūa,
Chūan,
Chin,
Kâ,
Ka,
Kan
Chun
Chūan-shī
Kâ-shīn
Ka-rīshe
Karâm,
Katōm
Chin-lēang-dīo

Modern Muöt
Chī
Tin chī
Tai chī
Lamöngtöchī,
Lamöngtö tinchī
Chamööngtö chī
Chū
Chūa,
Chūan
Chīn,

IPA
ciː
t̪ iˑn ciː
t̪ ɑˑj ciː
lɑməˑŋt̪ ɑ ciː,
lɑməˑŋt̪ ɑ t̪ iˑnciː
cɑməˑŋt̪ ɑ ciː
cuː
cuɑː,
cuɑˑn,
ciˑn,

Translation
‘who’
‘whom’
‘by whom’

Ka

kɑ

‘what’

Chī
Chuānsi
Kasī
Karīse
Karām,
Katōm
Chin leāng rīöv

ciː
cuɑˑnsi
kɑsiː
kɑɹiːse
kɑɹɑˑm,
kɑt̪ oˑm
ciˑn leɑˑŋ ɹiˑəv
(ppxxvi-xxvii)

‘which’
‘why’
‘like what’
‘how much’

‘from whom’
‘whose’
‘where

‘how many’
‘what else’

As evidence for their usage in utterances, he provides two sentences which are reproduced
below as 11 and 12.
11.

18
19
20

Chamangta chī
Man (1889)
Modern Muöt
IPA
Gloss
Translation

Chamangta chī
Chamööngtö chī
cɑməˑŋt̪ ɑ ciː
whose
‘Whose is this?’

en eṅh
nëḵ eṅh
nɛˑʔɛ̃ˑx
this20

Stands for the orthography made use of by Man (1889).
The form is not found listed in the notes, but found listed in the dictionary part (P122).
See footnote 15.
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12.

Lamòngto ten chī en eṅh
Lamòngto ten chī
en eṅh
Man (1889)
Lamöngtö tinchī
nëḵ eṅh
Modern Muöt
lɑməˑŋt̪ ɑ t̪ iˑnciː
nɛˑʔɛ̃ˑx
IPA
from whom
this21
Gloss
‘From whom (did you get) this?’
Translation
(ibid.)

The present paper is of the view that all these twenty forms seem to be formed out of just
four interrogative markers, namely, chī, chūa, chūan, chin and ka-.
4.3.2. Interrogative adverb of time and change
As interrogative adverbs of time and change, the author lists nineteen forms and they are
given along with their glosses in English. The forms are:
Man (1889)
Kâhē
Kâhē-ta-shī
Kâhē-ta-tai

Modern Muöt
Kahëṅ
Kahëṅ tö sī
Kahëṅ tötai

IPA
kɑxɛ̃ː
kɑxɛ̃ː t̪ ɑsi
kɑxɛ̃ː t̪ ɑt̪ ɑˑj

Kâhē-ngalâh
Kâhē-nga

Kahëṅ ngö lah
Kahëṅ ngö

kɑxɛ̃ːŋɑlɑˑx
kɑxɛ̃ːŋə

Kâhē-ngashī
Kâhē-ngatai

Kahëṅ ngö si
Kahëṅ ngö tai

kɑxɛ̃ːŋɑsi
kɑxɛ̃ːŋɑt̪ ɑˑj

Kâhē-tashe,
Kâhē-tarit,
Kâhē-ngashe
hē-chūa
Kâ-shanī-tashe
Kâ-shanī-latòh
Kâ-rüa-hanga-heng

Kahëṅ tö se,
Kahëṅ tö ret,
Kahëṅ ngö se
Hëṅ chūa
Ka sanīḵ tö se
Kasanīḵ lö tòh
Kareūöt höngö
hĕng
Kareūöt höngö
yön
Karām tö suā
Ka inòaṅs ö tò
Ka reūölö hĕng
Ka reūölö hatôm

kɑxɛ̃ːt̪ ɑse,
kɑxɛ̃ːt̪ ɑɹet
kɑxɛ̃ːŋɑse
xɛ̃ːcuɑː
kɑsɑniˑʔt̪ ɑse
kɑsɑniˑʔlɑt̪ ɔˑx
kɑɹɯəˑtxɑŋɑxeŋ

‘when (of any past event)’
‘when (at what time)’
‘how long (time)’
‘how old’
‘how long ago (today)’

kɑɹɯəˑtxɑŋɑjən

‘how long ago (in the past)’

Kâ-rüa-hanga-yan
Karâm-shuâ
Kâ-inôa-atô
Kâ-rüala-heng
Kâ-rüala-hatòm

Translation
‘when (of future only)’
‘when (of a coming event)’
‘when (future, of making,
giving, &c.)’
‘when (future, of travelling)’
‘when (of past time, in
reference to death, sickness)’
‘when (of some past event)’
‘when (of past time, in
reference to making, giving,
&c.)’

kɑɹɑːmt̪ ɑsuɑː
‘how many times’
kɑʔinɔãˑsət̪ ɔ
‘how soon’
kɑɹɯˑəlɑxeˑŋ
‘what time (of today) is it?’
kɑɹɯˑəlɑxɑt̪ ɔˑm ‘what time (of night) is it?’
(ppxxxii-xxxiii)

Of these, except hē-chūa ‘when (at what time)’ all the remaining eighteen are seen occurring
with the interrogative marker ka- or kâ-.
4.3.3. Interrogative adverb of place
As interrogative adverb of place, he lists two forms which occur with ka-. They are
rendered with their glosses in English and are reproduced below for easy reference:

21
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Man (1889)
Ka-rüa-hanga
Ka-ra-müa-hanga

Modern Muöt
Ka reūöt höngö
Karameūöthöngö

IPA
kɑrɯˑətxɑŋə
kɑɹɑmɯˑətxɑŋə
(pxxxiv)

Translation
‘how far’
‘how near’

The insights obtained from the present paper enable to view the form Ka-ra-müa-hanga
‘how near’ as the agentivized counterpart of Ka-rüa-hanga ‘how far’ and as such regarded not as
conveying meaning opposite to the non-agentivized form but as conveying parallel meaning
associated with an object.
4.3.4. Interrogative adverb of quantity, number, and degree
As interrogative adverbs of quantity, number, and degree the author gives a list of twenty
forms, all beginning with ka-. They have been listed along with their glosses in English and they
have been reproduced below for easy reference.
Man (1889)
Ka-rī
Ka-ra-mī
Ka-rī-fâp
Ka-ra-mī-fâp
Karī-tâk
Karamī-tâk
Ka-chin-yâwa
Ka-rüat
Kara-müat
Ka-rüala
Ka-rüala-kōi
Kara-müala-kōi
Karüa-hanga-tai

Modern Muöt
Ka rī
Karamī
Karī fāp
Karamī fāp
Karī tak
Karamī tak
Kachin yāvö
Kareūöt
Karameūöt
Kareūölö
Kareūölö kui
Karameūölö kui
Kareūö höngö tai

IPA
kɑriː
kɑɹɑmiː
kɑɹiː fɑˑp
kɑɹɑmiː fɑˑp
kɑɹiː t̪ ɑˑk
kɑɹɑmiː t̪ ɑˑk
kɑcinjɑˑʋə
kɑɹɯˑət
kɑɹɑmɯˑət
kɑɹɯˑələ
kɑɹɯˑəlɑkuj
kɑɹɑmɯˑəlɑkuj
kɑɹɯˑəxɑŋɑt̪ ɑˑj

Karī-tare-she,
Karī-tat-she
Karī-hata-she

Karī tö re se,
Karī tet se
Karī hö tö se

kɑɹiːt̪ ɑɹese,
kɑɹiːt̪ etse
kɑɹiːxɑt̪ ɑse

Katōm-tare
Kâ-yan
Kâ-shin-mush-tai
Ka-shī

Katōm tö re
Kayön
Kasin mūs tai
Kasī

Kat̪ oˑmt̪ ɑɹe
kɑjəˑn
kɑsinmuˑst̪ ɑˑj
kɑsiː

Translation
‘how big’
‘how small’
‘how fat; how wide (of ship)’
‘how narrow (of ship)’
‘how wide (of plank)’
‘how narrow (of plank)’
‘how deep’
‘how long’
‘how short (inanim.)’
‘how high’
‘how tall’
‘how short (anim.)
‘how far off (of object shot,
speared, &c)’
‘how much more remains’
‘how much has been paid,
delivered, &c’
‘how many more’
‘how, in what state of health’
‘in what style’
‘what kind, what sort’
(ppxxxiv-xxxv)

To illustrate the usage of these forms in utterances, he has listed a sentence and the same is
reproduced below as 13.
13. Kâ yan ka an ta-linheṅ
Kâ
Man (1889)
Ka
Modern Muöt
kɑ
IPA
how
Gloss
‘How is he today?’
Translation

yan
yön
jəˑn
health

ka an
köḵ aṅn
kəˑʔ ʔãˑn
he
(ibid.)

22
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The insights obtained from the present paper enable to view the forms Ka-ra-mī ‘how small’,
Ka-ra-mī-fâp ‘how narrow (of ship)’, Karamī-tâk ‘how narrow (of plank)’, Kara-müat ‘how short
(inanim.)’ and Kara-müala-kōi ‘how short (anim.)’ as agentivized counterparts of Ka-rī ‘how big’,
Ka-rī-fâp ‘how fat; how wide (of ship)’, Karī-tâk ‘how wide (of plank)’, Ka-rüat ‘how long’ and
Ka-rüala-kōi ‘how tall’ respectively. And, as such they are regarded not as conveying meanings
opposite to the non-agentivized forms but as conveying parallel meanings associated with the
concerned objects.
4.3.5. Interrogative adverb of manner and cause
The author lists, as interrogative adverbs of manner and cause, eight forms all seem to be
variants of a single entity. They are,
Man (1889)
Chūan-shi,
Chūan-lâng-ngashī,
Chūan-lâng-ngitô,
Chūan-hän-ngashī,
Chūan-hän-ngitô,
Chūan-wī,
Chūan-tai-chūa

Modern Muöt
Chūan si,
Chūan löng ngö si,
Chūan löng ngö tò,
Chūan hāṅ ngö si,
Chūan hāṅ ngö tò,
Chūan vīḵ,
Chūan tai chūa

IPA

Translation

cuɑˑnsi,
cuɑˑnləˑŋŋɑsi,
cuɑˑnləˑŋɑt̪ ɔ,
cuɑˑnxãːŋɑsi,
cuɑˑnxãːŋɑt̪ ɔ,
cuɑˑn ʋiˑʔ,
cuɑˑn t̪ ɑˑjcuɑː
‘why’
(pxxxv)
And to illustrate their usage in utterances he gives, what is reproduced below as 14, as the sample
sentence.

14. Chūan wī meṅ ta watshī meṅ met dalngatô
Chūan wī
meṅ ta watshī
meṅ
met
dalngatô
Man (1889)
mëṅ tö vāt si
mëṅ
m’it
rāl ngö tò
Modern Muöt Chūan vīḵ
cuɑˑn
ʋiˑʔ
mɛ̃ː t̪ ɑ ʋɑˑt si
mɛ̃ː
m’it
ɹɑˑlŋɑt̪ ɔ
IPA
behave
svs
such way
you
aren’t you
ashamed
why
Gloss
‘Why do you behave in such a way? Aren’t you ashamed of yourself?
Translation
(ibid)
4.3.6. Interrogative sentence
Under the heading interrogative sentence the author seems to mention two types of
interrogation as if in conformity with what has been arrived at in the present paper. One is
interrogation with sentence final rising intonation and the other, interrogation with interrogative
word. Regarding the former, he makes a passing reference as ‘in many cases interrogation is
sufficiently indicated by the tone of the voice’ (p lv).23 But, in respect of the latter, a relatively
detailed discussion has been presented with the help of a host of interrogative sentences which
includes sentences which are found to have as their markers of interrogation, sentence final rising
intonation also besides interrogative pronouns and interrogative adverbs. They can respectively be
inferred from the following three sentences which are reproduced below as 15, 16 and 17.
15. Tàu meṅ kâ an
Man (1889)
Modern Muöt
IPA
Gloss
Translation

23
24

Tàu
meṅ
Tāv
mëṅ
t̪ ɑˑʋ
mɛ̃ː
younger brother
your
‘Is he your younger brother?’

kâ an
köḵ aṅn
kəˑʔ ʔãˑn
he

↗
sfi24

For a similar passing reference, see (p xi) of Introductory Remarks.
See footnote 15.
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16. Chī yô haiyüan
Man (1889)
Modern Muöt
IPA
Gloss
Translation

yô
haiyüan
Chī
Chī
yòḵ
hayeūön
ciː
jɔˑʔ
xɑjɯəˑn
who
future
hunt pigs
‘Who is going to hunt pigs?’

17. Kâhē tashe meṅ dāk
Kâhē tashe
meṅ
Man (1889)
Kahëṅ tö se
mëṅ
Modern Muöt
kɑxɛ̃ːt̪ ɑse
mɛ̃ː
IPA
when
you
Gloss
‘When did you come?
Translation

dāk
reuk
ɹɯˑk
come
(pplv-lvi)

As is seen, sentences 15, 16 and 17 above are found to manifest interrogation by means of
sentence final rising intonation, interrogative pronoun and interrogative adverb respectively.
5. Interrogation in Modern Muöt
Of the four means of interrogation seen in section 3, namely, interrogation by means of
sentence with inversion of subject and first verb, interrogation by means of sentence with question
word, interrogation by means of sentence with question tag and interrogation by means of sentence
with rising final intonation, Muöt, the language under discussion seems to make use of only two.
They are sentences with rising final intonation and sentences with initial interrogative word.
5.1. Sentence with rising final intonation
They are declarative sentences with normal word order and become interrogative ones by
taking with them the supra-segmental feature, rising final intonation. Endowed with this marker of
interrogation, they are poised to elicit information concerning objects and actions. The following
two pairs of sentences 18a-b25 and 19a-b26 can be made use of for understanding such a function.27
18a. Ööṅ in kōön mëṅ inkānö in Merī
ööṅ
in
kōön mëṅ inkānö
Modern Muöt
ʔə̃ː
ʔiˑn
koˑən mɛ̃ː ʔinkɑˑnə
IPA
cop
prox your daughter
Gloss
Mary is your daughter
Translation
18b. Ööṅ in kōön mëṅ inkānö in Merī?
ööṅ
in
kōön mëṅ inkānö
Modern Muöt
ʔə̃ː
ʔiˑn koˑən mɛ̃ː ʔinkɑˑnə
IPA
cop
prox your daughter
Gloss
Is Mary your daughter?
Translation
19a. Yuāngsise uksök töngāṅnge in Sipā nen
yuāngsise
uksök
töngāṅnge
Modern Muöt
juɑˑŋsise
ʔuksəˑk t̪ ɑŋãˑŋɛ
IPA
prog
stand
there
Gloss
‘Sheeba was standing there’
Translation

25
26
27

in
ʔiˑn
prox

Merī
meɹiː
Mary

in
ʔiˑn
prox

in
ʔiˑn
prox

Merī
meɹiː
Mary

Sipā
sipɑː
sheeba

The sentences are unmarked for present tense.
It is because of the free word-order the marker for past tense occur sentence finally.
The sentences 18a-b can also be found occurring with the elision of copula verb.
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19b. Yuāngsise uksök töngāṅnge in Sipā nen?
yuāngsise
uksök
töngāṅnge
Modern Muöt
juɑˑŋsise
ʔuksəˑk
t̪ ɑŋãˑŋɛ
IPA
prog
stand
there
Gloss
‘Was Sheeba standing there?’
Translation

in
ʔiˑn
prox

Sipā
sipɑː
sheeba

nen
neˑn
pst

↗?
sfi

As seen above, sentences 18b and 19b are interrogative ones. They seem to have come into
existence from their respective declarative counterparts 18a and 19a with the annexing of rising
final intonation. And, as being the source for eliciting information, sentence 18b seems to elicit
information regarding kinship of human nouns while 19b that regarding the act performed by
human nouns. In view of the answers interrogative sentences of this type elicit, they can be termed
as yes or no questions.
5.2. Sentence with interrogative words
They are sentences having interrogative words as markers of interrogation. Two kinds of
interrogative words are identified in the language and they seem to occur in the sentence initial
position. They are termed here as ch-interrogative words28 and ka- interrogative words.
5.2.1. Sentence with ch-interrogative word
They are interrogative sentences having interrogative words that begin with the digraph, ch-.
Sentences with five numbers of such interrogative words are identified in the language. They are
sentences with chī ‘who’, sentences with chīn ‘what’, sentences with chuān ‘what’, sentences with
chū ‘where’ and sentences with chuānsi ‘why’. Having these forms as markers of interrogation,
sentences of the type, elicit information on objects and actions. And, as constituents of sentences,
these interrogative words seem to perform varying grammatical functions such as subject, object
and adverb besides functioning as interrogative pronoun.
5.2.1.1. Sentence with chī
They are sentences that begin with the interrogative word chī ‘who?’ and seek to elicit
information about human as well as non-human nouns. The sentences 20 and 21 listed below can
be taken for the illustration of the fact.
20. Chī ööṅ köḵ öṅn inkônyö?
chī
ööṅ
Modern Muöt
ciː
ʔə̃ː
IPA
who
cop
Gloss
‘Who is he?’
Translation

köḵ
kəˑʔ
dist3

21. Chī ööṅ tö ki āṅn e in nyī öṅn inkônyö?
chī
ööṅ
tö ki āṅn e
Modern Muöt
ciː
ʔə̃ː
t̪ ə kiʔãˑnɛ
IPA
which
cop
among these
Gloss
‘Which is his house?’
Translation

öṅn inkônyö
ʔə̃ˑn ʔinkɔˑɲə
he29

in
ʔiˑn
prox

nyī öṅn inkônyö
ɲiː ʔə̃ˑn ʔinkɔˑɲə
his house30

As seen above, sentence 20 seeks to elicit information on human noun and 21 on non-human.
And while doing so, chī ‘who?’ in both cases is found to be interrogative pronoun. At the same
time it is found to be grammatical object in 20 and grammatical subject in 21. As pronoun, it gets

28
29
30

ch represents voiceless palatal consonant in Muöt orthography.
The sentence can also be found occurring with the elision of copula verb.
See footnote 29.
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inflected for case relationship, here the possessive,31 and the grammatical function of such case
inflected form as object can be seen from the sentence 22 listed below.
22. Āṅ chöḵ chī ööṅ ufē köḵ e?
āṅ chöḵ
chī
Modern Muöt
ʔãːcəʔ
ciː
IPA
arrow
q
Gloss
‘Whose arrows are those?’
Translation

ööṅ
ʔə̃ː
cop

ufē köḵ e
ʔufeː kəˑʔɛ
those32

5.2.1.2. Sentence with chīn
They are sentences that begin with the interrogative word chīn ‘who?’ and seek to elicit
information concerning nouns of human as well as of non-human nature. Such a phenomenon can
be inferred from the sentences listed below as 23 and 24.
23. Chīn ööṅ köḵ öṅn inkānö?
chīn
ööṅ
Modern Muöt
ciˑn
ʔə̃ː
IPA
who
cop
Gloss
‘Who is she?’
Translation

köḵ
kəˑʔ
dist3

24. Chīn ööṅ in leāng mëṅ?
chīn
ööṅ
in
Modern Muöt
ciˑn
ʔə̃ː
ʔiˑn
IPA
who
cop
prox
Gloss
‘What is your name?’
Translation

öṅn inkānö
ʔə̃ˑn ʔinkɑˑnə
she33

leāng mëṅ
leɑˑŋ mɛ̃ː
your name34

As seen above, sentence 23 seeks to elicit information concerning human noun and 24 that
concerning non-human. And, while doing so, in both the sentences, chīn ‘who?’ is found to
function as interrogative pronoun. At the same time, it is found to function as grammatical object
in 23 and grammatical subject in 24 as well. As pronoun, it gets inflected for case relationship,
here the sociative, and the grammatical function of such case inflected form as object can be
inferred from the sentence 25 below.
25. Mat chī yòḵ nö kateū in Mark tö öt Luang?
mat
chī
yòḵ
nö
kateū
Modern Muöt
mɑˑt
ciː
jɔˑʔ
nə
kɑt̪ ɯː
IPA
soc
q
fut
svs
stay
Gloss
‘With who will Mark stay in Kondul?’
Translation

in
ʔin
prox

Mark
mɑˑɹk
Mark

tö öt Luang
t̪ ə ʔəˑt luɑˑŋ
in kondul

5.2.1.3. Sentence with chuān
They are sentences that begin with the interrogative word chuān ‘what?’ and seek to elicit
information on non-human nouns, and also on actions. Sentences 26 and 27 given below can be
taken as illustrations.

31

32

33
34

The possessive case is found to be unmarked in the language. Mere juxtaposing of the possessed and the
possessor is found to yield the possessive meaning.
The sentence is unmarked for present tense and can also be found occurring with the elision of copula
verb.
See footnote 29.
See footnote 29.
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26.

27.

Chuān yòḵ topre in mëṅ?
chuān
yòḵ
topre
Modern Muöt
cuɑˑn
jɔˑʔ
t̪ oˑpɹe
IPA
what
will
drink
Gloss
‘What will you drink?’
Translation
Chuān yuāngsise vīḵ āṅn ufē?
Chuān
yuāngsise
Modern Muöt
cuɑˑn
juɑˑŋsise
IPA
what
prog
Gloss
‘What are they doing?’
Translation

in
ʔiˑn
prox

vīḵ
viˑʔ
do

mëṅ
mɛ̃ː?
you

āṅn
ʔãˑn
dist1

ufē
ʔufeː
they35

In the above, sentence 26 seeks to elicit information concerning non-human noun, while 27
that concerning action. In both the instances, Chuān ‘what?’ seem to function as grammatical
object. In addition, in 26 it functions as interrogative pronoun also.
5.2.1.4. Sentence with chū
They are sentences that begin with the interrogative word chū ‘where?’ and seek to elicit
information on the location of objects and actions. The following sentence 28 can be taken as
illustration.
28. Chū ôt köḵ nyi mëṅ?
chū
ôt
köḵ
Modern Muöt
cuː
ʔɔˑt
kəˑʔ
IPA
where
exis
dist3
Gloss
‘Where is your house?’
Translation

nyi mëṅ
ɲiː mɛ̃ː
your house36

As seen above, sentence 28 seeks to elicit information on the location of object and action.
And, while doing so, chū ‘where?’ is found to functions as grammatical adverb.
5.2.1.5. Sentence with chuānsi
They are sentences that begin with the interrogative word chuānsi ‘why?’ and seek to elicit
the reason for carrying out an action. The sentence 29 given below can be taken to illustrate the
fact.
29. Chuānsi nö chīm köḵ kinyôṅm?
chuānsi
nö
chīm
Modern Muöt
cuɑˑnsi
nə
ciˑm
IPA
why
svs
cry
Gloss
‘Why does the baby cry?’
Translation

köḵ
kəˑʔ
dist3

kinyôṅm
kiɲɔ̃ˑm?
baby37

As seen, sentence 29 above seeks to elicit the reason for the baby to cry and while doing so,
the interrogative word chuānsi ‘why?’ is found to functions as an adverb.
5.2.2. Sentence with ka-interrogative word
They are interrogative sentences having interrogative words that begin with the syllable ka-.
Sentences with eight numbers of such interrogative words are identified in the language. They are
sentences with kahëṅ ‘when (in terms of period of time)?’, sentences with karām höngö ‘when (in
35
36

37

See footnote 25.
The sentence is unmarked for present tense and can also be found occurring with the elision of existential
verb.
See footnote 25.
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terms of hour)?’, sentences with kasī ‘how (manner)?’, sentences with katāi ‘how (means)?’,
sentences with karāmkui ‘how many (human)?’, sentences with karīsĕ ‘how many?, how much?’,
sentences with karīhöt ‘how much (liquid)?’ and sentences with kareūöt ‘how long?’. Having these
forms as markers of interrogation, sentences of the type, elicit information on objects and actions.
And, as constituents of sentences, these interrogative words seem to perform varying grammatical
functions such as subject, object, adjective and adverbs.
5.2.2.1. Sentence with kahëṅ
They are sentences that begin with the interrogative word ka-hëṅ ‘when (in terms of period
of time)?’ and seek to elicit information concerning the period of time at which incidence of an
action takes place. The following sentence 30 can be taken as illustration of the function.
30. Kahëṅ mëṅ yòḵ kayīngö nö hayeūön in mëṅ?
kayīngö
nö
Modern Muöt kahëṅ mëṅ yòḵ
kɑxɛ̃ː mɛ̃ː
jɔˑʔ
kɑjiˑŋə
nə
IPA
when svs
will
go
purp
Gloss
‘When will you go for pig hunting?
Translation

hayeūön
xɑjɯəˑn
pig hunting

in
ʔin
prox

mëṅ
mɛ̃ː
you38

As seen, sentence 30 seeks to elicit information concerning the period of time at which
leaving for pig hunting takes place. While doing so, the interrogative word kahëṅ ‘when (in terms
of period of time)?’ is found functioning as temporal adverb.
5.2.2.2. Sentence with karām höngö
They are sentences that begin with the interrogative word karām höngö ‘when (in terms of
hour)?’ and seek to elicit information concerning the hour of time at which incidence of an action
takes place. The sentence 31 listed below can be taken to illustrate such a function.
31. Karāmhöngö kööngö in mëṅ tö òal hakī möök?
Karāmhöngö kööng
in
mëṅ
Modern Muöt
kɑɹɑˑmxɑŋə
kəˑŋ
ʔin
mɛ̃ː
IPA
when
get up
prox
you
Gloss
‘When will you get up in the morning?’
Translation

tö òal hakī
t̪ ə ʔɔɑˑl xɑkiː
in the morning

möök
məˑk
will39

As seen above, sentence 31 seeks to elicit information concerning the hour of time at which
getting up from sleep takes place and in the process, the interrogative word karāmhöngö ‘when (in
terms of hour)?’ is found to function as temporal adverb.
5.2.2.3. Sentence with kasī
They are sentences that begin with the interrogative word kasī ‘how (manner)?’ and seek to
elicit information concerning the manner of incidence of an action. The sentence 32 given below
can be taken for the illustration of such a function.
32. Kasī chöṅ ròh chöṅ töng tö köḵ matāi mëṅ in chöṅ?
chöṅ
Modern Muöt kasī chöṅ ròh chöṅ töng tö köḵ matāi mëṅ in
kɑsiː cə̃ː
ɹɔˑx cə̃ː
t̪ əˑŋt̪ ə
kəˑʔ mɑt̪ ɑˑj mɛː̃ ʔin
cə̃ː
IPA
how svs
can svs
reach
dist3 your island prox I40
Gloss
‘How can I reach your island?’
Translation

38
39

40

The sentence can also be found occurring with the elision of serial verb subject.
Because of free word-order, the future marker is occurring sentence finally. Again, it is because of the
free word-order the temporal adverbial phrase t̪ ə ʔɔɑˑl xɑkiː ‘in the morning’ occur after the subject mɛ̃ː
‘you’ of the sentence.
See footnote 38.
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As inferred, sentence 32 seeks to elicit information concerning the manner, such as might be
sailing, flying etc., by which the action of reaching the island can be realized. In the process, the
interrogative word kasī ‘how (manner)?’ seems to function as adverb of manner. It is found that,
the same kasī ‘how (manner)?’ can also be made use of in other instances for eliciting information
concerning health of animate beings. Such a function of can be inferred from the sentence 33 listed
below.
33. Kasī òt in mëṅ?
kasī
òt
Modern Muöt
kɑsiː
ʔɔˑt
IPA
how
exis
Gloss
‘How are you?’
Translation

in
ʔiˑn
prox

mëṅ
mɛ̃ː
you41

5.2.2.4. Sentence with katāi
They are sentences that begin with the interrogative word katāi ‘how (means)?’ and seek to
elicit information concerning the means of incidence of an action. The sentence listed below as 34
can be taken as illustration.
34. Katāi halīngöse köḵ insūön larōm in mëṅ?
katāi
halīngöse köḵ
Insūön larōm
Modern Muöt
kɑt̪ ɑˑj
xɑliːŋɑse
kəˑʔ
ʔinsuˑən lɑɹoˑm
IPA
how
prepare
dist3 pandanus bread
Gloss
‘How do you prepare pandanus bread?’
Translation

in
ʔiˑn
prox

mëṅ
mɛ̃ː
you42

As inferred, sentence 34 seeks to elicit information concerning various processes, such as
might be bringing raw pandanus fruits by canoe, dressing them with knife, cooking them in pot,
removing the dough with a metal piece etc., involved in the preparation of pandanus bread. While
doing so, the interrogative word kɑt̪ ɑˑj ‘how (means)?’ grammatically functions as manner adverb.
5.2.2.5. Sentence with karāmkui
They are sentences that begin with the interrogative word karāmkui ‘how many (human)?’
and seek to elicit information concerning the quantity of human nouns. The sentence given below
as 35 can be taken as illustration for such a function.
35. Karāmkui ôt tāi in mëṅ ufē köḵ kōön?
karāmkui
ôt
tāi
in
Modern Muöt
kɑɹɑˑmkuj
ʔɔˑt t̪ ɑˑj
ʔiˑn
IPA
how many
exis dat
prox
Gloss
‘How many children do you have?’
Translation

mëṅ
mɛ̃ː
2sg

ufē
ʔufeː
pl

köḵ
kəˑʔ
dist3

kōön
koˑən
child43

As is seen, sentence 35 above seeks to elicit information concerning the number of children
the person has. In the process, the interrogative word karāmkui ‘how many (human)?’ is found to
function as grammatical adjective.
5.2.2.6. Sentence with karīsĕ
They are sentences that begin with the interrogative word karīsĕ ‘how many?, how much?’
and seek to elicit information concerning quantity of human or non-human or mass nouns. The
capability of such sentences in eliciting the quantity of human noun can be illustrated by the
sentence 36 given below.

41
42
43

See footnote 29.
See footnote 25.
See footnote 36.
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36. Karīsĕ ôt tāi in mëṅ ufē köḵ kōön?
karīsĕ
ôt
tāi
in
Modern Muöt
kɑɹiːse
ʔɔˑt t̪ ɑˑj
ʔiˑn
IPA
how many
exis dat
prox
Gloss
‘How many children do you have?’
Translation

mëṅ
mɛ̃ː
2sg

ufē
ʔufeː
pl

köḵ
kəˑʔ
dist3

kōön
koˑən
child44

The sentences listed below as 37 and 38 can be taken as respective illustrations for the
capability of such sentences in eliciting quantity of non-human noun and mass noun.
37. Karīsĕ ôt ki āṅn nôt tö āṅne?
karīsĕ
ôt
ki
āṅn
Modern Muöt
kɑɹiːse
ʔɔˑt
ki
ʔãˑn
IPA
how many
exis
pl
dist1
Gloss
‘How many pigs are there?’
Translation

nôt
nɔˑt
pig

38. Karīsĕ mëṅ umkōmö in hinyuāh in mëṅ?
karīsĕ
mëṅ
umkōmö
Modern Muöt
kɑɹiːse
mɛ̃ː
ʔumkoˑmə
IPA
how much
svs
receive
Gloss
How much salary you receive?’
Translation

tö āṅne
t̪ ɑ ʔãˑnɛ
there45

in
ʔin
prox

hinyuāh
xinjuɑˑx
salary

in
ʔin
prox

mëṅ
mɛ̃ː
you46

While seeking to elicit the quantity, the interrogative word karīsĕ ‘how many?, how much?
in the sentences 37 and 38 is found to function as grammatical adverb.
5.2.2.7. Sentence with karīhöt
They are sentences that begin with the interrogative word karīhöt ‘how much (liquid)?’ and
seek to elicit information concerning quantity of liquid nouns. The sentence 39 given below would
illustrate such a function.
39. Karīhöt mëṅ nēn top in tōök minyeūi in mëṅ?
karīhöt
mëṅ nēn top
in
tōök
Modern Muöt
kɑɹiːxət
mɛ̃ː neˑn t̪ oˑp
ʔin
t̪ oəˑk
IPA
how much
svs
pst
drink prox toddy
Gloss
‘How much toddy did you drink yesterday?’
Translation

minyeūi
minjɯˑj
yesterday

in
ʔin
prox

mëṅ
mɛ̃ː
you47

As is seen above, sentence 39 seeks to elicit the quantity of toddy, a liquid noun and while
doing so, the interrogative word karīhöt ‘how much (liquid)?’ functions as grammatical adverb.
5.2.2.8. Sentence with kareūöt
They are sentences that begin with the interrogative word kareūöt ‘how long?’ and seek to
elicit information concerning the length of nouns. The following sentence 40 can be taken for
illustrating such a function.

44
45

46

47

See footnote 36.
The sentence is unmarked for present tense and can also be found occurring with the elision of existential
verb. Again, it is because of the free word-order, the locational adverb t̪ ɑ ʔãˑnɛ ‘there’ occur sentence
finally.
The sentence is unmarked for present tense and can also be found occurring with the elision of serial verb
subject.
See footnote 38.
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40. Kareūöt neḵ òal matāi neḵ eṅh?
kareūöt
neḵ
òal matāi
Modern Muöt
kɑɹɯəˑt
nɛˑʔ
ʔɔɑˑl mɑt̪ ɑˑj
IPA
how long
prox
village
Gloss
‘How long is this village?’
Translation

neḵ eṅh
nɛˑʔ ɛ̃ˑx?
this48

As is seen above, sentence 40 seeks to elicit the length of a village and during the process
the interrogative word kareūöt ‘how long?’ seems to function as grammatical adverb. The table-3
below will provide a cursory look at the markers of interrogation dealt with so far.
Table 3
Sentence final rising
intonation

↗

Markers of interrogation
Interrogative word
Ch-interrogative word

Ka-interrogative word

Chī
Chīn
Chuān
Chū
Chuānsi

Kahëṅ
Karāmhöngö
Kasī
Katāi
Karāmkui
Karīsĕ
Karīhöt
Kareūöt

7. Finding
1. All the three previous works reviewed here, Röepstorff (1875), Röepstorff (1884) and
Man (1889) seem to make use of interrogative words for the purpose of interrogation. But Man
(1889), in addition, mentions about the use of tone of the voice also for the purpose (cf. section
4.3.6). The present day language is found to carry out the process of interrogation with
interrogative words as well as with sentence final intonation.
2. All the three works, Röepstorff (1875), Röepstorff (1884) and Man (1889) seem to make
use of both ch- and ka- interrogative words for the purpose as in the present day Muöt, but with the
following distinctionsː

48

•

Among the ch- interrogative words, Tīi ‘who?’ of Röepstorff (1884) and chī ‘who’
of (Man 1889) are said to be used for eliciting information on human nouns (cf.
sections 4.2.1 & 4.3.1). Whereas, in the present day language the form seems to be
used for eliciting information on non-human nouns also (cf. section 5.2.1.1).

•

Among the ka- interrogative words, all the three works are found to have the form
katōm ‘how many, how much’ for eliciting information concerning quantity.
Whereas, the present day language seems to make use of the two forms, karāmkui
‘how many (human)?’ and karīsĕ ‘how many, how much’ for the purpose (cf.
sections 5.2.2.5 & 5.2.2.6).

•

In addition to ka- interrogative words, both Röepstorff (1884) and (Man 1889)
mention the use of another form kă as an independent interrogative marker (cf.
sections 4.2.2 & 4.3.1). But, Man (1889) goes a step further in recognizing two
more forms, ka and kan as variants of kă (cf. section 4.3.1). The present day
language doesn’t seem to have such independent interrogative markers.

The sentence is unmarked for present tense and can also be found occurring with existential verb.
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3. In all, the discrepancies observed in the data made use of for the paper from the three
classical works can be related to the graphalogical, phonological, morphological, syntactic and
semantic levels of linguistic investigation. The use of Ti and æ by Röepstorff (1884) to represent
palatal plosive and low-mid front vowel respectively (see, for example, Tiū ‘where’ and Kahæ
‘when’ of section 4.2.2) can be taken as instances of graphalogical discrepancy. Likewise, the
lacuna being observed in Röepstorff (1875) and (1884) in recognizing nasalization (see, for
example, Kahæ ‘when’ of sections 4.1 and 4.2.2) and high back unrounded vowel (see, for
example, tié ‘I’ of sentence 7) can be mentioned as instances of discrepancy at the phonological
level. The use of the lexical forms kin-kee-en, joa and kyouja to convey the interrogative meaning
‘what’, ‘where’ and ‘why’ respectively (see section 4.1) by Röepstorff (1875), and the use of the
forms kâ, ka and kan as independent interrogative particle to convey the meaning ‘what’ (see
section 4.3.1) by Man (1889) can be alluded to the morphological discrepancy. The use of the
sentence Chūan wī meṅ ta watshī meṅ met dalngatô ‘Why do you behave in such a way? Aren’t
you ashamed of yourself?’ (see, sentence 14) by Man (1889) having the verb wī ‘behave’ of the
main sentence occurring within the serial verb construction, i.e., between chūan ‘why (serial verb)’
and meṅ ‘serial verb subject’ (see, for example, sentences 25, 29, 32 and 38 where in the main
verbs follow the serial verb subject) can be taken as an instance of syntactic discrepancy. The use
of the agentivized forms such as Ka-ra-müa-hanga (see sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4) to convey the
semantic opposites of their non-agentivized counterparts by Man (1889) can be regarded as
instances of discrepancy observed at the semantic level.
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Abbreviations
2sg:
cf.:
cop:
dat:
dist1:
dist3:
2du:
exis:
fut:
ibid.:
p:
perf:
pp:
pl:
pst:
poss:
prog:
prox:
purp:
q:
sfi:
soc:
svs:

Second person singular
Compare with
Copula verb
Dative case
Distal demonstrative 1
Distal demonstrative 3
Second person dual
Existential verb
Future
In the same source
page
perfect
pages
Plural
Past
Possessive case
Progressive
Proximate demonstrative
purposive
Interrogative marker
Sentence final intonation
Sociative case
Serial verb subject
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